
Esperanza EH182 Microphone Ref: 5901299947395
Esperanza EH182 Microphone

Exclusive Studio PRO Sound Quality
Unparalleled sound quality is crucial for any audio enthusiast, which is why the Esperaza Studio PRO Studio Microphone was created with
the most demanding users in mind. With its ability to accurately capture sound, this microphone is perfect for both online meetings and
professional audio applications.
 
Crystal Clear Sound at Every Level
The Esperaza Studio PRO is guaranteed to deliver crystal-clear sound at every level. With a wide frequency response of 20Hz to 20kHz,
this microphone is able to capture even the finest nuances of sound, making any recording or transmission sound professional and clear.
 
Versatility and Convenience
Thanks to its 3.5mm (mini Jack) connector, the Esperaza Studio PRO Microphone is compatible with a variety of devices, from desktop
computers to notebooks. Seamlessly connect it to any microphone port for flexibility in use. In addition, the kit includes a sturdy stand
that allows you to place the microphone stably on your desk for even greater comfort.
 
Unrestricted Freedom With Long Cable
With  a  cable  length  of  1.8  meters,  the  Esperaza  Studio  PRO  Microphone  provides  unfettered  freedom  of  movement  when  using  the
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device.  Whether  you're  videoconferencing,  recording  podcasts  or  creating  music,  this  microphone  not  only  provides  excellent  sound
quality, but also convenience and ease of use for an unforgettable audio experience.
 
 
BrandEsperanzaModelEH182Microphone  type:Dynamic,  condenserCompatibility:PCs,  notebooks  and  other  devices  equipped  with  a
3.5mm  (mini  Jack)  microphone  port.Frequency  response:20Hz  -  20kHz,Sensitivity:-38dB  ±  2dB,IncludedSturdy  tripod,  allowing  the
microphone to be placed stably on a deskCable length:1.8 meters,Connector:3.5mm (mini Jack),

Price:

Before: € 9.9999

Now: € 8.50

Gaming, Microphones
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